


         elcome
Unwind, relax and leave your thoughts 

behind as you escape to Mount Falcons’ Spa. 
The Elemis Spa at Mount Falcon is the centre piece 

for relaxation and rejuvenation.

This unique spa experience deals with both the physical 
requirements by applying specialised treatments, 

as well as healing the mind by creating a quiet, 
warm and relaxing environment.

This journey will leave you totally 
pampered, soothed and relaxed.



BESPOKE SKIN WELLNESS, POWERED BY ELEMIS

Pro-Glow Facial+ Menu
An Elemis biotec facial is a specific cocktail of concentrated serums 
plus a 5-in-1 facial machine that offers a combination of ultrasonic, 

micro-current, galvanic, oxygen infusion and light therapy to lift, smooth, 
brighten or purify your skin, depending on your skins needs.

Pro-Glow Renewal Facial+ 50 min - €125 
FOR A HEALTHY, GORGEOUS GLOW

ELEMIS’ Signature deep cleansing skin wellness facial harnesses the goodness of 
prebiotics and antioxidants to deliver a healthy looking, lit-from-within glow. 

After just one treatment, skin looks visibly refreshed and rebalanced. 
Supercharged with ELEMIS’ BIOTEC 1.0: Ultrasonic Resurfacing

Pro-Glow Smooth+ 50 min - €125
THE ULTIMATE HIIT WORKOUT FOR YOUR SKIN

Ultrasonic peeling exfoliates dead skin cells to smooth and prepare 
the skin for line-fighting microcurrent technology, targeting lines 

and wrinkles for more radiant, youthful looking skin. 
Skin will appear more vibrant, with improved 

feeling of firmness and elasticity. 
Supercharged with ELEMIS’ BIOTEC 1.0:

Ultrasonic, Microcurrent & Oxygen Infusion



Pro-Glow Resurface+ 50 min - €125
REVEAL STUNNINGLY SMOOTH SKIN

Super-charged, deep cleansing and powerful ultrasonic peel technology 
eliminates visible pollutants, dirt and impurities for an immediately clearer, 
brighter complexion. Gently resurfacing, helping to reduce visible dryness 
and smooth the appearance of fine lines. Dull, uneven, tired looking skin 

will appear instantly renewed and stunningly smooth and clear. 
Supercharged with ELEMIS BIOTEC 1.0: Ultrasonic, 

LED Light Therapy & Galvanic

Pro-Glow Brilliance+ 50 min - €125 
YOUR RECIPE FOR RADIANCE

Experience our ultrasonic peel technology and brightening enzymes to deep clean 
and remove visible pollutants, make-up and city grime for happy, healthy skin. 

Hydrating technology and antioxidant-rich Superfoods will plump and 
smooth with a super-charged air massage to breathe life into your skin. 

Immediately revealing a super-healthy complexion, 
you’ll look and feel more radiant, relaxed, and glowing. 

Supercharged with ELEMIS BIOTEC 1.0: Ultrasonic, Oxygen Infusion & Galvanic

Pro-Glow Genius Facial+ 75 min - €150
THE ULTIMATE AGE-DEFYING EXPERIENCE

Harnessing the powerful benefits of all 6 ELEMIS BIOTEC 1.0 technologies, 
skin will be visibly smoother, more sculpted and firmer with a spotlight on 

deep-set wrinkles for maximum, multi-faceted facial rejuvenation and skin hydration. 
An unsurpassed, age-defying facial resulting in a more lifted, 

radiant youthful appearance after just one treatment. 
Supercharged with ELEMIS BIOTEC 1.0 Ultrasonic, 

Microcurrent, Galvanic, LightTherapy & Oxygen infusion



Pro-Glow Facial Menu
Touch facials are hands-on therapies that solely use the highly effective 

ELEMIS Touch for product application. Combining ancient and 
modern massage techniques from around the world, 

the expertly trained hands of ELEMIS therapists massage the face, 
neck, shoulders and scalp for a calm, 
relaxed feeling that is truly uplifting.

Pro-Glow Renewal Facial 50 min - €110
FOR GORGEOUS GLOWING SKIN

ELEMIS’ signature deep cleansing skin wellness facials, showcase prebiotics and 
antioxidant-rich goodness  to  deliver  a  healthy looking, lit-from-within glow. 

In one treatment skin looks visibly refreshed and rebalanced.

Pro-Glow Smooth 50 min - €115 
THE HIIT WORKOUT FOR YOUR SKIN

Powerful resurfacing technology lifts away dead skin cells to smooth, renew and refine 
whilst improving the appearance of skin tone and luminosity. Skin is prepped for an 

infusion of hydration that will double its moisture content, leaving it feeling plump and 
hydrated whilst delivering an immediate and visibly tightened effect. After just one 

treatment the complexion looks firmer, supremely smooth and rejuvenated.

Pro-Glow Resurface 50 min - €115 
RESURFACING FOR STUNNINGLY SMOOTH SKIN

Purify and brighten as skins’ texture is transformed. 
With a spotlight on enlarged pores, blemishes, and blackheads, 

this unique facial powered by patented Tri-Enzyme technology minimises 
the look of uneven tone, texture, fine lines, and pigmentation. 

Dull, uneven and tired looking skin will appear instantly brighter, 
smoother and renewed.



Pro-Glow Brilliance 50 min -  €115 
YOUR RECIPE FOR RADIANCE

Turn up the brightness with our triple cleanse: melting away make-up, 
daily pollutants and grime. Gentle resurfacing dissolves away dead skin 

cells to reveal healthy and clearer looking skin. 
A fusion of Superfoods and antioxidant-rich facial oils plump the skin 

with moisture whilst helping to nourish and protect. 
Immediately revealing an outdoor-fresh glow, skin is left feeling fresh, 

radiant and healthy.

Pro-Glow Genius Facial 75 min - €140 
YOUR LINE-FIGHTING SUPERHERO FACIAL

Clinically proven intelligent skincare and our triple level approach 
to skin hydration results in transformative results for younger-looking skin. 
Powered by our ULTRA-SMART technology with a spotlight on deep-set 

wrinkles for maximum, multi-faceted facial rejuvenation and skin hydration, 
skin will be visibly smoother, resilient and firmer-looking. An unsurpassed, 

line-fighting facial experience, skin will appear immediately firmer 
and more radiant after just one treatment.

ELEMIS 7-in-1 Light Energy Face Mask 20 min - €25
This LED light therapy face mask uses red and blue lights to penetrate the skin, 

stimulating the cells, glands, nerves and muscles through unique frequency vibrations. 
This helps promote skin rejuvenation and to normalise and rebalance the skin.

Benefits are: stimulates collagen production, increases cellular renewal, energises and 
boosts micro-circulation, delivers a powerful anti-bacterial effect to minimise skin 

bacteria, anti-inflammatory, reduces redness and calms the skin.

Add this to your Elemis Pro Glow Facial 20min - €20

Hands & Feet
Luxury Spa Manicure 50 min - €55 (€20 extra to add Shellac finish)
Luxury Spa Pedicure 55 min - €65 (€20 extra to add Shellac finish)

Shellac 45 min - €40
File & Paint 25 min - €20



Body
Cleansing mineral salts, oil blends rich in actives and transportative  

aromatics are combined with an unparalleled level 
of expertise in massage and conditioning. 

For healthy, revitalised skin and deeply eased muscles.

Massage
Freestyle Deep Tissue Massage 25mins/50min - €70/€120 

Your therapist will select an aromatic oil according to your concerns, 
be they muscle pain, stress relief, relaxation or balance. 

The flowing massage works deeper into the tension, 
encouraging optimum circulation.

Stress Release Relaxation Massage 25mins/50min - €65/€110 
Drift away with this light to medium pressured massage, ideal for those looking

for ultimate relaxation whilst also reaping the benefits of this gentle massage.

Deeper Than Deep Hot Stone Massage 25mins/1hr - €70/€120 
Balinese stones bathed in the Frangipani Monoi Body Oil are worked deep into 

the muscles, getting into areas of tension. The result is sparkling vitality with 
the added bonus of intensely hydrated skin. 

Peaceful Pregnancy Massage 1hr - €115
This unique pregnancy massage is profoundly nurturing and tranquil. 

Mothers-to-be are lulled and restored to optimum wellness. 
An intuitive, sensitive and relaxing massage hydrates and moisturises 

skin that is expanding to accommodate a growing baby.

Tan
Tanning By Fake Bake or Dripping Gold 30mins - €40

This Air Mist tan will leave you with an amazing natural looking, 
long lasting tan. Fantastic for every day  

or for those special occasions.



Scrubs & Wraps
Body Nectar Nourishing Wrap 

Sweet Orchid or Frangipani Wrap 
40min - €80

The velvety texture of the Monoi Oil offers superhydration, 
quenching thirsty skin. You are kept cocooned and warm while 

the mood balancing aromatics and skin conditioning oils do their work.

Intensely Cleansing Salt Scrub
Lime & Ginger or Frangipani 

40min €70
Fragranced salt will gently slough away dead skin cells, encouraging the 

regeneration of new cells. It leaves a smooth and responsive canvas, 
ready to absorb the deeply nourishing body oil.

Thousand Flower Detox Wrap 1hr - €95
This nutrient-rich detox wrap uses the deeply nourishing Green Tea Balm 

to encourage super skin health and powerful detoxification. 
It helps stimulate the elimination process and restore equilibrium 

to leave you feeling completely reinvigorated.

Targeted Toning Tightener 1hr - €105
Tightening and toning are the pillars of this treatment. A powerful blend of salts, 

minerals and seaweeds work together to target cellulite and poor skin tone on hips, 
thighs, abdomen and backs of arms.

Alternative Therapies
Indian Head Massage 40min - €80

This treatment is based on techniques involving work on the upper back, 
shoulders, neck, scalp and face. A variety of massage movements 
are used to relieve accumulated tension, stimulate circulation and 

restore joint movement. Head Massage is also used to aid the 
condition and health of the hair.



NEOM Spa Treatments are exclusive 
in the West of Ireland to Mount Falcon

NEOM Organics Wellbeing Treatments
NEOM Organics Wellbeing Treatments have been created to provide true 

therapeutic benefits to relieve stress, calm and relax, aid sleep, 
boost your energy or lift your mood. Drawing together the most effective 
of 6 therapies - meditation, shiatsu, cranio, Thai massage, trigger point 

and reflexology. NEOM’s promise: 100% natural fragrances for the mind & body.

NEOM Sleep Treatment 1hr 30min - €175, 60 min - €140
This treatment begins with an opening ceremony to include reflex foot massage and 
breathing techniques. Throughout, we drizzle the NEOM Intensive Skin Treatment 

Candle oil over the skin, and massage every inch of the body, 
including key stress relieving points on the head, face, neck and back. 

Prepare to be lost in a blissful state, ready for a deep night’s sleep.

NEOM De-Stress Treatment 1hr 30min - €175, 60 min - €140
The complex blend of 24 first pressed essential oils in our Real Luxury™ fragrance, 

including lavender, jasmine & Brazilian rosewood, creates a de-stressing 
environment the moment you enter the room. You will be guided through 

a welcome ceremony of reflex foot massage and breathing techniques. 
Throughout, we drizzle the NEOM Intensive Skin Treatment Candle oil over the skin, 

and provide specialist massage to key stress relieving points of head, face, neck and back. 
Allow tension to drift away and for a calm new you to be uncovered.

NEOM Mood Boosting Treatment 1hr 30min - €175, 60 min - €140
Using a blend of 7 essential oils including wild mint & mandarin this treatment will 

have an uplifting mood boosting effect on both your mind and your body.  
You will be guided through a welcome ceremony of reflex foot massage and breathing 

techniques and then by applying purposeful massage techniques to increase 
the release of feel good endorphins, the treatment will leave you feeling 

relaxed and happier. This purposeful combination of thoughtful 
touches will lift your spirits and leave you feeling like the best version of you.



Spa Packages
Deep Relax 1hr 10 min - €120 

Indulge in specific treatments that are designed to help you unwind and relax. 
Enjoy the sublime sensastion of an Indian Head Massage 

followed by a luxury Elemis Pro-Glow Taster Facial.

Targeted Detox 2 hours - €185  
Two treatments chosen to detoxify and deep cleanse the body inside & out.
Begin with the nutrient rich Thousand Flower Detox Wrap using the deeply 

nourishing Green Tea balm for a system that fires on all cylinders, 
followed by a Pro-Glow Resurface Facial to target 

dull skin tone and the signs of ageing.

Ultimate Indulgence 2 hours 30 min - €275
Two and a half hours of ultimate heaven are wrapped up in this package. 

Begin with a deeply cleansing salt scrub that encourages cell regeneration for the 
softest, smoothest, most nourished skin. Then experience the powerful 

effects of the Elemis Freestyle Deep Tissue Muscle Massage and finish with 
a uniquely tailored Elemis Pro-Glow Facial.

Face And Body Sensation 1hr/2hr - €125/ €215
The perfect Elemis treatment duo, a sensational hot stone back massage 

combined with a prescribed Elemis Taster Facial. 
Induce a deep level of relaxation and calm your mind.

(2hr option includes Full Body Massage and Elemis Pro-Glow Facial).

Full Leg Wax - €35
Half leg wax - €25

Under arm wax - €15
Lip wax - €12

Chin wax - €12
Bikini wax - €20

Hollywood wax - €45
Brazilian wax - €35

€25 - Californian wax 
€12 - Eyebrow wax 
€12 - Eyebrow shape
€10 - Eyebrow tint
€12 - Eyelash tint
€30 - Eye trio
€45 - Eyebrow lamination 
€55 - Eyelash lift

Finishing Touches

Patch Test may be required



General Information
Reservations

Tel: 096 23109 direct or dial Ext 609 from your bedroom. 
Email: leisure@mountfalcon.com

Spa Etiquette
To avoid disappointment we recommend that you make your reservation at least 

two weeks in advance, in order to reserve your preferred date and time. 
For a late request we will endeavour do our best to meet your
requirements. Treatments available for persons over 18 only.

Health
Please advise us of any health conditions that you may have. 

You will be required to complete a medical questionnaire which 
is confidential and for your own safety.

Clothing
Swimwear is required for the Pool, Jacuzzi, Sauna and Steam room and Swim hats 

are required for the Pool. They are available at the Leisure Centre reception.

Spa Arrival
We recommend that you arrive 15 minutes before your first appointment. This allows you 

time to relax and familiarise yourself with our surroundings and complete your 
consultation before your treatment commences. Late arrival could result in your 
treatment time being shortened as all treatments will end at the scheduled time.

Hotel Residents
Bathrobes & slippers are provided in your hotel bedroom. Please feel free to 

wear these to the spa. We encourage you to leave valuables safely in your room, 
however, should you require them, lockers are available. 

Please note that management will not take responsibility for any items 
left in any area of the spa at any time, including a secure locker.

Payment
Credit card details are required at the time of booking to confirm your reservation. 

All other treatments must be paid for on departure.

Cancellations
If you reschedule or cancel an appointment, please notify us 24 hours in advance to avoid being 

charged. Changes/amendments to bookings may be made 24 hours in advance without incurring 
a charge, less than 24 hours notice of a cancellation/rescheduling of an appointment 

will result in a 100% charge. No-shows will also incur a 100% charge.

Mobile Phones
In order to maintain a calm and relaxed atmosphere, use of mobile phones is not 
permitted in any area of the spa at any time. Please ensure that all mobile phones 

are switched off prior to arrival at the Spa.



Mount Falcon Estate
 Foxford Road, Ballina, Co. Mayo, Ireland, F26H744 

Telephone: 00353 (0) 96 23109
Email: leisure@mountfalcon.com 

Web: www.mountfalcon.com

“I have chosen  to be happy because 
i t ’s good  for my health ”

Voltaire

M
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